
Used in a variety of trade operations, the Tony Team range

of Bin compactors give a cost effective and efficient

means of reducing waste for disposal. The TT330 has

been designed to compact directly into a wheelie bin,

ensuring minimum waste handling. Allowing waste to be

compressed inside the bin reduces the number of loads,

thus reducing costs. The traditional problems associated

with open bins and bagged waste, such as scavenging

and unwanted odours are eliminated. The bin can be

stored either in or out of the compactor dependant on the

position of the key switch.

Simple and safe to use

Cleans up storage area

No lifting involved

Can be sited inside or out

Compacts approx 4 bin loads to 1

Improves control - reduces cost

TT330
BIN COMPACTOR

TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS

Compaction cycle time: 32 seconds.

Compaction force: Up to 1.5 tons.

Safety features: Emergency stop button.
Safety stop bar.

Automatic safety shutter &
trolley safety switch.

Machine size: 1995mm high, 875mm wide, 
1585 mm deep.

Safe working area: 900mm x 2900mm.

Control panel: Incorporates full operating 
instructions, key switch,

emergency stop, start buttons,
full load warning light.

Hydraulic system: Hydraulic pump operating two 
hydraulic rams (one for compaction,

one for bin positioning)

Electrical system: Push button control operating plug
in relays for easy maintenance.
And incorporating numerous

fail safe systems.

Motor Rating: 1.1KW, 240V AC, 50HZ
(3 phase available if required)

Machine weight: 340kg



TT330 BIN
COMPACTOR

SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

1. Simply wheel the bin onto
the machine ensuring the lid is 
open, & pull down locating arm.

2. Load waste into the bin & press 
start button.

3. The bin is drawn into the 
machine, waste is compacted 
and the bin is automatically 
returned for reloading.

4. Orange light indicates bin is full.
Simply remove bin & replace 
with an empty one.

DETAILED DIMENSIONS

Unit 5, Station Road, Bakewell, 
Derbyshire DE45 1GE. 

Tel: (01629) 813859 Fax: (01629) 814334

E-mail:sales@tonyteam.co.uk  Web:www.tonyteam.co.uk

In view of Tony Team’s policy of continual improvement, we reserve the right to
alter or amend any product specification or detail contained within this brochure.

All dimensions in mm.


